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“It seems that for success 
in science and art,  
a dash of autism is 
essential.”

– Hans Asperger
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What is Asperger Syndrome?
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ICD-10
Asperger’s Syndrome
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ICD-10 
World Health Organization (1992)

A. A lack of any clinically significant general delay in spoken or 
receptive language or cognitive development. Diagnosis 
requires that single words should have developed by two years 
of age or earlier and that communicative phrases be used by 
three years of age or earlier. Self-help skills, adaptive behaviour 
and curiosity about the environment during the first three years 
should be at a level consistent with intellectual development. 
However, motor milestones may be somewhat delayed and 
motor clumsiness is usual (although not a necessary diagnostic 
feature). Isolated special skills, often related to abnormal 
preoccupations, are common, but are not required for diagnosis.
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B.Qualitative abnormalities in reciprocal social interaction 
(criteria as for autism).

C.An unusually intense circumscribed interest or restrictive, 
repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behaviour, interests 
and activities (criteria as for autism; however, it would be less 
usual for these to include either motor mannerisms or 
preoccupations with part-objects or non-functional elements 
of play materials).

D.The disorder is not attributable to other varieties of 
pervasive developmental disorder; schizotypal disorder (F21); 
simple schizophrenia (F20.6); reactive and disinhibited 
attachment disorder of childhood (F94.1 and .2); obsessional 
personality disorder (F60.5); obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(F42).
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Gillberg’s 
Criteria
Gillberg, C. (2002). A Guide To Asperger’s 
Syndrome. NY: Cambridge University 
Press.
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1.Severe impairment in reciprocal 
social interaction (at least two of the following)

a. inability to interact with peers

b. lack of desire to interact with peers

c. lack of appreciation of social cues

d. socially and emotionally inappropriate behavior
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2.All-absorbing narrow interest    
(at least one of the following)

a. exclusion of other activities

b. repetitive adherence

c. more rote than meaning
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3.Imposition of routines and interests 
(at least one of the following)

a. on self, in aspects of life

b. on others
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4.Speech & Language Delays     
(at least three of the following)

a. delayed development

b. superficially perfect expressive language

c. formal, pedantic language

d. odd prosody, peculiar voice characteristics

e. impairment of comprehension including 
misinterpretations of literal/implied meanings
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5.Nonverbal Communication Problems 
(at least one of the following)

a. limited use of gestures

b. clumsy/gauche body language

c. limited facial expression

d. inappropriate expression

e. peculiar, stiff gaze
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6.Motor Clumsiness 
(All six criteria must be met for confirmation of diagnosis.)

a. poor performance on neurodevelopment examination
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Where’s The Problem?

✤ Theory of Mind

✤ Executive Function

✤ Central Coherence

✤ Emotional Intelligence

✤ Social Interaction

✤ Social Communication

✤ Social Emotional Regulation
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What’s 
Theory of 

Mind?
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Deficits Related to ToM  
B. Myles and J. Southwick, 1999

✤ difficulty explaining one’s own behaviors

✤ difficulty understanding emotions

✤ difficulty predicting the behavior and emotional states 
of others

✤ problems understanding the perspectives of others
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✤ problems inferring the intentions of others

✤ lack of understanding that behavior impacts how 
others think and/or feel

✤ problems with joint attention and other social 
conventions

✤ problems differentiating fiction from fact
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Theory of Mind

Decision Tree

Does he have
cognitive
flexibility?

Can he take
on the

perspectives
of others?

Does he have
impaired

imaginative
play?

Does he know
his behavior

impacts
others?

Does he know
people think
differently?

Does he think
in Black and

White?

Does he have
deficient

inferential
reasoning?

Is he unaware
that his

delivery style
can be

abrasive?

Is he
distractible?

Organizational
difficulties?

Sequential
difficulties?

Poor impulse
control?

Rigid
thinking?

Perfectionist?

Doesn't learn
from

mistakes?

Fails to
realize a new
approach may
be needed?

Follows a
predetermined

script

Fixates on
special

interests?

Control freak?
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Executive functions
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EF Concerns

✤ Flexibility of thought

✤ thought shifting

✤ changing an idea

✤ hyper-focus on a specific area (OCD)

✤ Relevance

✤ detail oriented

✤ fail to see the global picture
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✤ Goal focus

✤ getting stuck in details

✤ getting distracted

✤ Experiential learning

✤ identifying what works and what doesn’t

✤ applying a skill to a new situation

✤ difficult to see similarity of old situation and 
how to apply “old” skills to “new” situation
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Executive Function

Decision Tree

Does he have
goal focus?

Does he have
difficulty

relating his
information to

topic?

Does he learn
from

mistakes?

Is he
inflexible?
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Central Coherence
Seeing the Forest Through the Trees
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Typical Deficits

✤ details rule

✤ inability to outline

✤ inability to summarize

✤ inability to come to the point
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some classic examples
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Central Coherence

Decision Tree

Detail driven?Can't outline? Can't
summarize? Rambles?
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Emotional 
Intelligence 
EQ
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What is EQ?

✤ the ability to perceive, identify, and manage emotions 
on a personal and social level
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Typical Coping Strategies

✤ social regression

✤ fear reaction

✤ somatic complaints (hypochondriasis)

✤ paranoid thoughts &/or feelings

✤ depression
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✤ clowning to hide inefficiencies

✤ poor self image

✤ passive aggression to elicit anger

✤ impulsivity
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Personal Competence  
the ability to…

✤ recognize one’s emotions and their effects

✤ know one’s strengths and limits

✤ be sure of one’s own capabilities

✤ manage disruptive emotions/impulses 

✤ be trustworthy

✤ be conscientious and responsible for one’s own actions

✤ be flexible and open to new ideas
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✤ develop a drive to achieve

✤ meet or exceed a given standard

✤ be committed

✤ embrace the goals of the group

✤ take the initiative

✤ act on opportunities

✤ be optimistic

✤ continue a goal despite setbacks 
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Social Competence  
the ability to…

✤ recognize others’ feelings and perspectives and taking 
an active interest in their concerns (Theory of Mind)

✤ anticipate, recognize, and meet the needs of others 

✤ recognize what others need to enhance their abilities

✤ be an effective persuader
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✤ influence others appropriately

✤ express oneself clearly and effectively

✤ be a leader and inspire and guide individuals and 
groups

✤ initiate change in others

✤ negotiate and resolve differences

✤ build bonds and nurture appropriate relations
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✤ collaborate and work with others for shared goals

✤ develop team capabilities

✤ create group dynamics to achieve collective goals
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What does it look like when an 
individual has deficient EQ?
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Deficits in Personal Competence 
Often seen as a difficulty in …

✤ recognizing and explaining their emotions

✤ associating feelings with their behavior

✤ realizing their feelings impact their performance

✤ being aware of their own strengths and limits

✤ experiential learning

✤ being open to new ideas or suggestions
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✤ self confidence - especially in new situations

✤ tactfulness - being overly opinionated to the point of 
being obsessive 

✤ self-control

✤ managing impulsive feelings

✤ managing distressing emotions

✤ maintaining composure in stressful situations
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✤ admitting their own mistakes

✤ showing a sense of humor/perspective about 
themselves 

✤ ability to handle 

✤ multiple demands

✤ rapid change

✤ shifting priorities

✤ adapting when necessary
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✤ taking multiple perspectives

✤ generating new ideas

✤ Bloom’s cognitive process: “Create”

✤ problem solving skills – often due to lack of flexibility

✤ being open to new ideas

✤ determining the best option from a wide variety of 
sources
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✤ having a strong desire to excel

✤ taking risks 

✤ failing to learn how to improve performance

✤ sacrificing one’s own desires for the good of the group

✤ going beyond minimal expectations

✤ mobilizing others

✤ leadership qualities
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✤ managing frustration

✤ being optimistic and instead, operating on a fear of 
failure rather than hope of success

✤ seeing a setback as an opportunity for change instead 
of a personal failure
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Deficits in Social Competence 
Often seen as a difficulty in …

✤ embracing multiculturalism

✤ recognizing a group’s emotional current and power 
relationships
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✤ attending to emotional cues

✤ listening

✤ expressing sensitivity using socially expected means

✤ use of the language of emotions

✤ recognizing the needs of others

✤ offering assistance to others

✤ recognizing another person’s perspective
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✤ acknowledging the achievements of others

✤ using mentoring qualities 

✤ they are often overshadowed by perspective deficits

✤ recognizing and considering the cultural differences of 
others

✤ tolerance
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✤ reading emotional currents

✤ recognizing social networks

✤ recognizing the factors that shape the actions of others

✤ seeing how external events shape the internal 
environment
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✤ persuading others

✤ appealing to the listener’s needs

✤ being a consensus builder

✤ recognizing and acting on emotional cues when 
communicating

✤ managing difficult situations

✤ being open minded – especially to bad/unpleasant 
information
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✤ arousing enthusiasm – often seen as lecturing

✤ leadership positions – often seen as dictatorial

✤ managing change

✤ producing improvement – often seen as arguing 
simply to argue

✤ handling difficult people

✤ initiating methods to deescalate disagreements

✤ establishing open dialogues
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✤ making and keeping friends – often perceived as 
stalking and alienates colleagues

✤ seeing relationships – often hyper focuses on details

✤ collaborating

✤ identifying collaborating opportunities 

✤ being helpful, respectful, and cooperative – often due 
to perspective taking

✤ large group dynamics – they often create excess stress
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EQ: Personal Competence

Personal
Competence
Decision Tree

Does he have
Self-

Awareness?

Does he have
Self-

Regulation?

Does he have
Self-

Motivation?

Is he aware of
his own

emotions?

Can he
accurately
assess his

strengths and
limits?

Does he have
self-

confidence?

Does he
manage his
emotions

effectively?

is he
trustworthy?

Is he
conscientious?

Is he
adaptable to

new
situations?

Is he
innovative?

Does he strive
to meet or

excel
expectations?

Is he
committed to
the group?

Does he take
initiative?

Is he
optomistic?
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EQ: Social Competence
Social

Competence
Decision Tree

Is he socially
aware?

Does he have
social skills?

Does he
display

empathy?

Does he
understand
the needs of

others?

Does he
empower
others?

Does he
recognize the

benefits of
diversity (E

pluribus
unim?

Is he aware of
the emotional
currents and

power
relationships

within a
group?

Does he
influence

others
appropriately?

Does he have
effective

communication
skills?

Is he a good
leader?

Does he
recognize,

initiate, and
maintain

change when
necessary?

Good conflict
management

skills?

Does he
nurture

relationships?

Does he
collaborate

and
cooperate?

Is he a team
player?
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How do these deficits  
impact employability?

www.onetonline.org
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Video Game Designer
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Do you see any potential  
areas of difficulty?
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Do you see any potential  
areas of difficulty?
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The tools and 
technology used in this 

occupation will not 
likely create difficulties.
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Do you see any potential  
areas of difficulty?
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Do you see any potential  
areas of difficulty?
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Do you see any potential  
areas of difficulty?
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Do you see any potential  
areas of difficulty?
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Do you see any potential  
areas of difficulty?
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Still think you 
won’t need 

social skills?
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Do you see any potential  
areas of difficulty?
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Still think 
social skills are 
unimportant?
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Emotional Intelligence is a necessity 
if one is to be an effective team player
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It is imperative 
to develop EQ

✤ Intervention must stress 
Personal and Social 
competence
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No matter what job you have,  
social skills will be required.

I hope I provided you with a technique to help 
motivate your unmotivated students.
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Thank you for attending.
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